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ABSTRACT
Maintenance testing is an important part of software testing. It tests software
correction packages which will be delivered to the customer. Software
maintenance is used to repair errors and test the functionality of the software.
Some of these errors occur during testing and some during the customer use.
Maintenance testing should be of high quality and effective to ensure functionality
of the software. This work briefly reviews the LTE technology, the structure of the
LTE base station, the Agile software development model and how it can be used in
the software maintenance. Finally, the work introduces the properties of the good
user interface.
During this work the automated test environment and the reporting tool have
been developed for the System support team of the Nokia Solutions and Networks.
The purpose of the test environment was to have high-quality and efficient
software testing by exploiting the Agile model. The reporting tool is developed by
following the requirements of the good user interface and the purpose of the tool
was to offer an easy and a fast way to check out the results of the tests, the quality
of the software and the KPI values for a longer time period than has previously
been possible.
The work achieved its targets because it offered an effective way to test software
with automation. Also, the KPI values and the results of the tests are easily
available to users and, most of all according to the user’s feedback, the user
interface of the reporting tool is user-friendly and clear.
Key words: maintenance testing, LTE technology, Agile software development
model, user interface, automated test environment, reporting tool.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Ylläpitotestaus on tärkeä osa ohjelmistotestausta. Se testaa ohjelmiston
korjauspaketteja, jotka tullaan toimittamaan asiakkaalle. Ylläpidon tarkoituksena
on korjata ohjelmistosta löytyneitä vikoja ja testata ohjelmiston toimivuutta. Osa
vioista ilmenee testauksen ja osa asiakkaan käytön aikana. Ylläpitotestauksen
tulee olla laadukasta ja tehokasta toimivan ohjelmiston varmistamiseksi. Tässä
työssä käydään lyhyesti läpi LTE teknologia, LTE tukiaseman rakenne, ketterä
ohjelmistonkehitysmalli ja kuinka sitä hyödynnetään ohjelmiston ylläpidossa.
Lopuksi työssä esitellään hyvän käyttöliittymän ominaisuudet.
Tämän työn aikana kehitetty automaattinen testausympäristö ja
raportointityökalu on kehitetty Nokia Solutions and Networksin ohjelmiston
ylläpidosta
vastaavien
henkilöiden
käyttötarkoituksiin
sopivaksi.
Testausympäristön tarkoituksena oli mahdollistaa laadukkaampi ja tehokkaampi
ohjelmiston testaaminen ketterää ohjelmistonkehitysmallia hyödyntäen.
Raportointityökalu on kehitetty noudattaen hyvän käyttöliittymän vaatimuksia ja
työkalun tarkoituksena oli tarjota helppo ja nopea tapa tarkistaa testien tulokset,
ohjelmiston laatu ja KPI arvot hieman pidemmältäkin aikaväliltä kuin aiemmin
on ollut mahdollista.
Työssä saavutettiin sille asetetut tavoitteet sillä se tarjoaa tehokkaan tavan
testata ohjelmistoa automaattisesti. Lisäksi KPI arvot ja testien tulokset ovat
helposti käyttäjien saatavilla ja ennen kaikkea raportointityökalun käyttöliittymä
on helppokäyttöinen ja selkeä käyttäjien antaman palautteen perusteella.
Avainsanat: ylläpitotestaus, LTE teknologia, ketterä ohjelmistonkehitysmalli,
käyttöliittymä, automaattinen testausympäristö, raportointityökalu.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are many tools for test results reporting in Nokia Solutions and Networks (NSN).
All of these tools display reports only from one test case at a time. Also, some of these
tools are so difficult to use that using them is not reasonable. These tools display so
much information that everything is not valid for System support team. In software
maintenance it is important to monitor the quality of the software. So it is important to
see more than one test case result in the report so that a user can see the difference
between test runs. The user has to see how results are changed with different software
packages. If there are a lot of failures in the report, the user has to easily see where these
failures come from. The user wants to see in which test line, test case or software the
failure has occurred.
The purpose of this work is to develop an automated test environment and a reporting
tool for software maintenance testing. The test environment consists of a couple of test
lines. The configurations of these test lines are the same as the configurations used by
the most important customers. The function of the environment is to build a continuous
regression testing environment for the trunk software of the maintenance. With
automated continuous regression testing the trunk software will be of higher quality and
also testing will be more efficient. There are two kinds of tests in the test environment:
operability tests and stability tests. Operability tests measure the operability of the test
lines, for example, site resetting. The function of the stability tests is to monitor the
memory usage and data transfer. Also, during these stability tests the values of the key
performance indicators (KPIs) are measured.
The reporting tool is used to display the results of these tests. The reporting tool is a
web-based tool with a clear user interface (UI). The main target is to display to the user
that test cases are passed or failed and which software and configuration have been used
during tests. Also, there is a little history information for the results. The user can see
the summary for the previous month’s results. Another part of the reporting tool
consists of the KPI value measurements. There are figures which display how the KPI
values changed during the last month. Also, there is a table which includes the exact
information of the KPI values.
The test environment is developed by using tools which are already used in NSN.
These tools are Jenkins and Flame5 and they control the test system. The reporting tool
is developed by using Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Hypertext Preprocessor
(PHP) and JavaScript (JS) web developing languages. The structure of the web page is
created as HTML and the other languages offer different kinds of functionality. The
PHP is used because it is easy to learn and use and it offers interfaces to different
databases [1]. In this work, MySQL database is used because it is also easy to use and it
has high performance [1]. Also, MySQL is used in another project so it is a clear choice.
The JS is used because it offers a lot of ready-made visual elements [2]. Also, on the
internet there are a lot of examples and documentation on how to use these languages.
So the goal of this work is to develop an automated testing environment which
automatically reports results of the tests to the database. Testing must follow the main
principles of the Agile model, it must be effective and it has to ensure the functionality
of the basic features of the software, like site resetting and software downloading. The
results of the tests must be easily available to the users. Because of this the reporting
tool must be a web-based system and the UI of the reporting tool must be clear and
more user-friendly than in older tools. The reporting tool must offer the user only
relevant information of the test results. Such information is, for example, the names of
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the test lines, test cases and used software. The reporting tool must also offer
information of the KPI values. A main target of the reporting tool is to offer a clearer UI
than the old tools have. Also, it must display test results and KPI values on the same
web page because no other reporting tool in NSN shows test results and KPI values.
The system support team needs this kind of test environment and reporting tool
because with this reporting tool, monitoring the quality of the software will be easier
and faster than with other tools. The user can see only the necessary information for all
test cases and a faulty test line or software will be found more quickly. Also the testing
will be faster because the automated test environment keeps the quality of the software
on a certain level. The normal maintenance testing can concentrate on real challenges
because the main functionality of the software has been tested with automation.
This document introduces Agile software development methods, Long Term
Evolution (LTE) web technology and the structure of the base transceiver station (BTS).
Also, there are introductions to the automation testing and purpose of the maintenance
testing and how the automation and Agile model are used in maintenance. After that,
there is a definition of a good UI and usability and we describe how the test
environment and reporting tool were developed. Finally, there is one chapter for
discussion and future development.
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2. AGILE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
Agile software development is one of the well-known software development models in
the world [3]. It can be used in different kind of companies from games and interactive
media to health-care sectors. Agile has become an umbrella term for a number of
changes in how software developers plan and coordinate their work and how they
communicate with customers and stakeholders. [4]
Alistair Cockburn defines Agile software development as a process which is both
light and sufficient. Cockburn writes that “The lightness is a means of staying
maneuverable.” and “The sufficiency is a matter of staying in the game.” [5]. A baseline
in lightness and Agile methods is speed and simplicity. In development work the
developers concentrate only on the function needed first, delivering them fast, collecting
feedback and reacting to received information. [6]

2.1. History of Agile
Even if the Agile software development method was officially released in 2001 [7] the
historical background starts in 1930s. The iterative and incremental development (IID)
early roots are found in the work of Walter Shewhart who proposed a series of short
Plan-to-study-act (PDSA) cycles also known as Shewhart cycle for quality
improvement. A milestone of the IID was the X-15 hypersonic jet in 1950s. The IID
was a major contributor to the project success. In the late of 1950s, the Mercury project
applies IID in software. Mercury ran with half-day iterations and software developers
used test-first development, designing and writing tests before each micro-increment.
[8] and [9]
In the 1970s, IID draw more attention and was used in several projects. The IID was
an effective way to develop software because developers got a feedback from customer
right after the iteration cycle. In the 1990s, there were several different IID methods,
like rapid application development (RAD), Dynamic Systems Development Method
(DSDM), Extreme Programming (XP) and Scrum. There were only few differences
between those methods and all of them emphasized close collaboration between the
developers and business experts. [8] and [10]
In February 2001, a group of 17 process experts hold a meeting and wrote the Agile
manifesto which defines what is to be Agile [8] and [10]. The development method is
the Agile when software development is incremental, cooperative, straightforward and
adaptive [6]. In the manifesto there are twelve principles of Agile software but the most
important principle is “to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of
valuable software” [10].

2.2. Agile methods
The Agile software development methods are:
 Scrum
 Dynamic Systems Development Method
 Crystal Methods
 Feature-Driven development
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Lean Development
Extreme Programming
Adaptive Software Development

These methods share the same philosophy, characteristics and practices. But each
method has its own recipe of practices, terminology and tactics. [11] and [12]

Scrum
Nowadays, Scrum is one of the most widely used Agile methods. There are 30-day
iterations called Sprints in the Scrum. In the Scrum framework, there are three different
Sprint components: Pre-Sprint, Sprint and Post-Sprint. During Pre-Sprint, developers
choose what features they want to develop during the sprint and prioritize them. These
features move from the Product Backlog to the Sprint Backlog. During Sprint,
developers choose tasks they want to develop from the Sprint Backlog and start
working. Also, they keep 15-minute meetings every morning where the status of the
project is informed. A sprint is 30 days long. After the Sprint, the features are ready and
developers can demonstrate the system during Post-Sprint. [11] and [13]

Dynamic Systems Development Method
Dynamic Systems Development Method is a formalization of RAD practices. There are
three iterative processes in DSDM: Functional Model iteration, Design and Build
iteration and Implementation. The functional requirements based on an initial list will
be gathered and prototyped in the Functional Model iteration. During this phase also
non-functional requirements will be specified. The prototypes from the Functional
Model phase are completed, combined and tested during the Design and Build iteration.
After that, the system will be taken into use during the Implementation phase. Also, an
Increment Review Document will be created. The document discusses the state of the
system. If the system has fulfilled all the requirements, it can be considered complete
and if there is still work to be done, all iteration phases will be executed again until the
system is complete. [11] and [13]

Crystal Methods
The Crystal Methods is one of the most lightweight software development methods. In
the Crystal Methods, there are only two rules: the use of reflection workshops because
the methodology is self-adaptive and the use of incremental cycles not to exceed four
months. Team members have to trust and understand each other and also communicate
their work dependencies. In the Crystal Methods, coordinating more team members
means a heavier methodology. In this method, there are no exact policies because
projects are self-adapting and team members will decide together how to work and lead
the group. [11], [12] and [13]
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Feature-Driven development
Feature-Driven development (FDD) is a model-driven method with short iterations. The
FDD method is better suited to larger teams than other methods [12]. Jim Highsmith
defines the core values of the FDD:
 “A system for building systems is necessary in order to scale to larger projects
 A simple, well-defined process works best
 Process steps should be logical and their worth immediately obvious to each
team member
 "Process pride" can keep the real work from happening
 Good processes move to the background so team members can focus on results
 Short, iterative, feature-driven life cycles are best” [11]
The FDD model consists of five processes. At first, team members develop a model
version of the system. Next, they collect a list of the features of the system. Features are
small items which should take only 10 days to develop. After that, the feature list will
be prioritized into subsections called design packages. Team members will share the
design packages and each takes a single package development. The last two processes
consist of the feature planning with more details, developing, testing and integrating.
[11] and [13]

Lean Development
Lean Development (LD) is also one of the most popular Agile Methods. Because while
all other Agile Methods change the development process, the LD concentrates on
changing how companies work from the top down. LD focuses on delivering value to
the customer and eliminating waste during the process. [12]
There are 12 principles in the LD which concentrate on management strategies:
1. “Satisfying the customer is the highest priority
2. Always provide the best value for the money
3. Success depends on active customer participation
4. Every LD project is a team effort
5. Everything is changeable
6. Domain, not point, solutions
7. Complete, do not construct
8. An 80 percent solution today instead of 100 percent solution tomorrow
9. Minimalism is essential
10. Needs determine technology
11. Product growth is feature growth, not size growth
12. Never push LD beyond its limits” [11]
In the LD team, size, iteration length, team distribution and system criticality are not
determined because LD is more of a management philosophy than a development
process. [13]
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Extreme Programming
Extreme Programming as Scrum is one of the most popular Agile methods. It is also
one of the most controversial methods. The XP is originally used with small teams.
There are more guidelines than orders in the XP practices and the guidelines are pliable
depending on situation [11] and [12]. “The XP practices are truly a system of practices
designed to interact, counterbalance and reinforce each other, such that picking and
choosing which to use and which to discard can be tricky.” [11].
There are twelve XP practices:
1. “Planning Game
2. Small Releases
3. Customer Acceptance Tests
4. Simple Design
5. Pair Programming
6. Test-Driven Development
7. Refactoring
8. Continuous Integration
9. Collective Code Ownership
10. Coding Standards
11. Metaphor
12. Sustainable Pace” [12]
The XP programming is an effective way to develop programs, but the result does not
come from the 12 practices only. The original XP recipe was based on these values:
simplicity, communication, feedback, courage and quality work. [11] and [13]

Adaptive Software Development
Adaptive Software Development (ASD) has originated from RAD model. Both models
are high-speed models, but whereas RAD is a low-change model the ASD is a highchange model. The ASD model consists of three components: the Adaptive Conceptual
Model, the Adaptive Development Model and the Adaptive Management Model. [14]
“The Adaptive Conceptual Model introduces the new science of complex adaptive
systems as the conceptual foundation for both development and management.” [14].
The Adaptive Development Model focuses on iterative phases of development and on
increasing speed and flexibility. The last Adaptive Management model focuses on
identifying adaptive practices, forging an adaptive culture and dealing with high change,
collaboration and management results. [14]
In the ASD model, the development consists of dynamic Speculate-CollaborateLearn life cycles. The continuous learning, reevaluation, peering into an uncertain future
and intense collaboration among team members, management and customers are the
main things. [11] and [14]
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2.3 Benefits and disadvantages of the Agile and other software development
methods
There are different kinds of software development models in the world, like Agile,
Waterfall and Spiral model [15]. All of these models have benefits and weaknesses and
the decision on what model should be used in which project is not easy. It depends on
the size of the development team, size of the project, time schedule and risks. [11]
The Agile method is some kind of reaction to traditional ways of developing
software, like Waterfall and Spiral methods. It offers “an alternative to documentation
driven, heavyweight software development processes” [7]. Benefits of Agile model are
lightweight framework and rapid delivery of business value. The Agile model focuses
on interaction between developers and the customer, getting feedback and iterative
implementation. These things will increase visibility, adaptability and business value of
the project and also decrease risks. [12]
The Agile methods can also have disadvantages. The development process will be
out of track if the communication with the customer is not clear. Also, the
documentation of the features is not always up to date because the features can change
after iteration. For a new developer, it is very difficult to understand what has been
developed before and what should be done in the future. Developing by the Agile
method can also be a waste of time if the customer is not satisfied with the features.
Then all work which is already done is just wasted. Finally, the Agile method offers
help to management to take decisions about the software development, but it’s very
difficult for developers to get through the ever changing environment and time
schedule. [16]
The Waterfall model is a popular version of the systems development life cycle
model. Waterfall is a rigid and linear model which has development phases with distinct
goals. Phases are developed in succession, when one has been completed, the next phase
is started and there is no turning back. [15]
Advantages of the Waterfall model are departmentalization and managerial control.
In theory, the project made by using the Waterfall model will be delivered on time
because each phase has been planned in detail. The disadvantage is that since the system
is hierarchical, when a test fails at the end of the project, it is very difficult to go back
and change anything. [15]
The Spiral model is a risk-driven process which incorporates many of the strengths
of other models [17]. The model starts on a small scale, explores risks, makes a plan to
handle them and then decides whether to take the next step of the project. It is a better
choice than the Waterfall model in large, expensive and complicated projects, [15].
Analyzing the risks is the best advantage in the Spiral model. Also, it increases the
productivity of the company. “It accommodates preparation for life-cycle evolution,
growth and changes of the software product.” [17]. The Spiral model also focuses on
eliminating errors and providing a mechanism for incorporating software quality
objectives into the development process. [17]
While the Spiral model can be successfully applied in many situations, there are,
nevertheless, some difficulties in the model. The three primary challenges are: matching
to contract software, relying on risk-assessment expertise and the need for further
elaboration of Spiral model steps, [17]. Finally, the Waterfall and Spiral methods are not
suitable for projects which have a lot of changes in the requirements. Also, when the
nature of the projects is iterative, the Waterfall and Spiral models are not suitable.
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3. AUTOMATED MAINTENANCE TESTING FOR LTE BASE
STATION
This chapter gives an overview of the LTE web technology and LTE base station
structure. Finally, it concentrates on the automation testing, what kind of testing has
been done during maintenance and how the Agile model is used in maintenance.

3.1. Long Term Evolution and base station
Evolved Universal Terrestrial Access Network (E-UTRAN) or LTE is the newest
network technology. The LTE is a mobile phone protocol which defines how the data
moves between a mobile phone and BTS. There are different kinds of transmission
schemes in uplink and downlink. The uplink is based on Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and the downlink is based on the Single Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) transmission scheme. [18] and [19]
The requirements of the LTE technology are to get more network capacity, to serve
more users with higher throughputs, to improve power efficiency, to get better
frequency flexibility and to decrease latency [19]. There will be more users of LTE so
the requirements of the network will increase all the time. Achieving these targets
requires software of good quality and thorough testing during the software development.
Also, good maintenance testing is needed when software is delivered to the customers
so that customer can use high-quality software.
The hardware is Flexi Multiradio BTS. The BTS offers support to multiple frequency
bands and it can be installed either indoors or outdoors [20] and [21]. The BTS consists
of one or more system modules (SM), a couple of radio frequency (RF) modules and
one alternating current/ direct current (AC/DC) power module as shown in Figure 1
(modified from [22] and [23]). There are a lot of different kinds of RF modules for
different frequency bands. The customer can combine these RF modules in a number of
ways using, however, only the supported configurations.

Figure 1. Modular Flexi LTE BTS site solution.
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As shown in Figure 2, all RF modules are connected to the SM module. These
connections are made by using RF cables. The task of the RF module is to send and
receive RF signals [24]. Those signals are coming from different kinds of devices like,
mobile phones and tablets. The task of the SM is to process all those signals [25]. First,
the signals come through RF modules and then the SM module processes them. Finally,
there is an AC/DC power module which gives power to all other modules.

3.2. Automated software testing
An automated software testing aims to meet the real schedule deadlines, which is
today’s challenge. “Getting a product to a market as early as possible may mean the
difference between product survival and product death – and therefore company
survival and death.” [26]. Trying to do more with less, companies want to test their
software within a minimum timescale. At the same time, testing should be of high
quality. These problems are solved with test automation. [26] and [27]
One definition of automated testing is “The management and performance of test
activities, to include the development and execution of test scripts so as to verify test
requirements, using an automated test tool.” [26]. Automation testing is an effective
way to test software but it also has impact on employment. When a new software build
with new features will be tested, new test cases are needed, but some of the old ones can
be reused. So the automation testing is not as cheap as people believe because
development and maintenance costs of test automation tools increase. [26] and [27]
With automated software testing the software can be tested thoroughly in a smaller
timescale. Therefore the quality of the software and the efficiency of the testing will be
much better than in manual testing. Automation testing can also use the Agile method
because the keynote of the Agile method is iterations and when a new software build
comes, new test scripts are needed so the automation testing becomes iterative. [26]
Automated testing is very useful especially in regression testing because there the
same test cases are executed iteratively after making changes to the software. The
regression testing is a huge part of the maintenance testing and there are a lot of test
runs so the automation testing is well suited for maintenance. Also, automation testing
is an “important control mechanism to ensure accuracy and stability of the software
through each build” [26] and release. This is very important in software maintenance
since in maintenance the software should be stable because the customer has the same
software too. If the software is not stable, the customer has many problems with the
software. [26]

3.3. Maintenance testing
In NSN, the software life cycle starts at the main program. In the main system program,
a software release will be developed and tested since the release will be delivered to the
customers. After that, the maintenance system program will take the responsibility of
the release.
There is a new software release every six months in NSN. All of these releases
include a lot of new software features. Every release will have one-year maintenance.
During maintenance some faults can occur. Some of these faults are found by the
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customer and some faults are found during maintenance regression testing. These faults
need to be corrected in a short time so that the fault could cause as few problems as
possible to the customer.
Using the lightweight development methods of Agile, it’s easier to make these
software corrections than it is with Waterfall or Spiral methods. Short development
processes can be made quickly and software can also be tested faster when using Agile.
After some corrections have been made, the software package will be frozen and tested.
There are a few different types of maintenance software packages in NSN. Some of
these packages content is bigger, it is developed in the long term and the features are not
so urgent. Other packages content is smaller, it is developed in the short term and the
features are urgent. When the software has been corrected and tested, it can be supplied
to the customer as an update package. Software testing and correcting during
maintenance is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Software during maintenance.
The maintenance testing in NSN tests software correction packages. These include
corrections to the software release which will be delivered to the customer. There is a
need for continuous regression testing during maintenance as shown in Figure 1.
Developing this testing environment is one of the main purposes of this work. The
environment takes care of the quality of the software and ensures that the basic features
of the software are working well according to the specifications of the functionality of
the LTE BTS.
Because the environment checks these basic features, the System support team
doesn’t have to concentrate on those. The System support team can concentrate on the
standard regression testing after the software package freezing as shown in Figure 1.
These tests are executed also by automation but there are sometimes a few manual test
cases, like verifying the functionality of Light-Emitting Diodes (LED). In the
maintenance, automated regression testing consists of two parts: operability tests and
stability tests.
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3.3.1. Operability tests
The operability tests are the tests which measure the operability of the BTS in different
situations. Different operability tests are, for example, hard and soft site resets, RF
module resets, software download tests and RF module block and unblock. These tests
check that BTS works as specified in these situations. For example, after site reset tests
the BTS has to come back to the normal state and any alarms cannot be seen. Software
download tests check that the new software can be downloaded to the BTS and it can be
taken into use. When a new software has been taken into use, other tests have to be run
also with this new software. So the maintenance testing is iterative.

3.3.2. Stability tests
The stability tests are the tests which measure KPI values, the memory usage of the BTS
and throughputs of the data transferring. In NSN, the KPI values are used to measure
the performance of the networks, like cell availability, drop ratios and IP traffic
volumes. In this work, the measurements of the KPI values are implemented with the
KPI Reporting tool. This tool is controlled by Flame5. The monitored KPI values are
the same values that the customer monitors. If some KPI value is getting worse all the
time, NSN can respond to this situation. With those values, NSN can easier locate
which field of the BTS should be improved.
Monitoring the memory usage is made by the Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG)
tool. This tool is open source software and it is well suited for various measurements
[28]. The MRTG works individually and it is not connected to the automated test
environment. Also, the results of the memory monitoring tests are not reported to the
reporting tool. This feature is not implemented during this work but it can be developed
in the future.
Data transferring is implemented with test phones which use Andload software which
is developed in NSN. The Andload software controls phones which download data from
the BTS and also upload it to the BTS. Downloading and uploading happens at the same
time as KPI data measuring. This kind of data transferring affects also some KPI values,
like cell throughputs and drop rates.

3.3.3. Agile model in base station’s software maintenance
Agile method is a good choice for software development model in maintenance. Not
only because it is lightweight, but also because it is suitable for multi-sized teams and
its main purpose is to iterate implementations to the software step by step, [11] and [13].
The software will be modified by the R&D team and then the System support team will
test it. It is important for the R&D team to get feedback from their work as soon as
possible so good cooperation is necessary. Also, good cooperation and communication
with the customers are necessary to make sure that the customer requirements have been
understood correctly. When using an Agile method, it is important that the management
be well-informed about the project so that they can make good decisions about policies
and deadlines. Sometimes this can be hard but that is not a fault of the Agile method.
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So the main purpose of the Agile method is to develop and test software in a few
iterations. That is also useful in the automated test environment because it tests software
by iterating: the software is downloaded and an operability tests are executed. In the
automated test environment there are lots of these kinds of iterations. After such
iterations, the stability of the software will be improved and it will be ensured that the
basic features will work in every new software package and iteration.
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4. USER INTERFACE
This chapter introduces human-computer interaction (HCI), usefulness and usability and
how those are used in the development of a reporting tool. Also, there is information
about the development languages that are used in the reporting tool.

4.1. Human-computer interaction
There is no agreed definition of HCI but one of them states that HCI is “a discipline
concerned with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive computing
systems for human use and with the study of major phenomena surrounding them.”
[29]. The focus of the HCI is on interaction between human and computational
machine. [29]
The HCI is one part of computer science and it consists of the following areas:
 The performance of tasks by humans and machines,
 The structure of the communication between human and machine,
 Human capabilities to use machines,
 Algorithms and programming of the interface,
 Engineering concerns that arise in designing and building interfaces,
 The process of specification, design and implementation of interfaces and
 Design trade-offs.
So the HCI studies the human-machine communication and provides an overview of
knowledge on both the machine and human side. On the machine side, the techniques in
development environments, programming languages, operating systems and computer
graphics are relevant. On the human side, communication theory, human performance,
social sciences, cognitive psychology, linguistics, graphic and industrial design
disciplines are relevant. [29]
In this work the reporting tool benefits from some ideas of the HCI. It provides a
graphical UI to be used on a web browser. To be successful, the UI must relate, for
example, the tasks, education and culture of the user [30]. The tool reminds a little bit of
old tools so the human capabilities to use the reporting tool are taken into account which
makes it easy to use the tool. So the user doesn’t have to study to use a tool that is much
different from earlier tools. Also, the tool is developed for the System support team so it
relates to their tasks, education and culture. The communication between the user and
the tool is easy to start. The user only has to open a web browser and go to the reporting
tool website. Then the user can filter the data which will be displayed on the screen.

4.2. Usefulness and usability
Usefulness and usability are important goals in HCI research. They are closely related
and it is hard to have one without the other. When developing a new system, it must be
useful. Maybe it decreases costs or increases sales or offers something new to the users.
The challenge of designing a useful system is that people’s needs have to be well
understood. Only then can developers develop useful systems for the users [30]. The
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test environment and reporting tool developed during this work are useful because they
offer a new automated test environment and a new tool for monitoring the test results.
When developers have created a useful function, they have to find and develop an
easy way to use the system. The use of the system must be clear. The user must
understand how to use the system without reading a lot of user guides [30]. The UI of
the reporting tool in this work is developed with HTML, PHP and JS. The UI is
designed together with employees. The employees gave their feedback on the old
reporting tool and this feedback has been used in the development of the UI of the new
reporting tool. The feedback is in the Appendix 1.
The main purpose of the reporting tool development is:
 To develop a web-based system with a clearer and more user-friendly UI than the
old tools have.
 To show only the relevant test results.
 To offer a way to check test results and KPI values easily and fast in the same
tool.

4.3. HTML, PHP and JavaScript
Hypertext Markup Language is “the lingua franca for publishing hypertext on the World
Wide Web” [31]. It is a non-proprietary format and can be created and executed by a
wide range of tools. Web developers can make special kinds of text documents with
HTML. These documents are used by web browsers to display text and graphics to the
users. Documents are located on the web servers, which can be anywhere in the world,
and the browsers only display these documents. [31]
The HTML is widely used because of its simplicity but usually there are some other
languages used with HTML because it is quite limited in power and scope [32]. In this
work, the HTML creates the structure of the reporting tool. It defines the different parts
of the web page of the tool, like result table and KPI charts. Also, all the heading
information is defined with HTML.
The PHP is a scripting language designed specifically for the Web and it can be
embedded into the HTML page [1] and [33]. It has similarities in syntax with other
languages like C, C++ and JS [33]. Some strengths of the PHP are high performance,
interfaces to many different database systems, and portability. It is also easy to learn and
to use [1].
In this work, the most important strength of PHP is the interfaces to many different
database systems. The test environment collects data from the test cases and sends it to
the database. The reporting tool displays this data to the user. In the code of the
reporting tool, data searching has been made with PHP because it makes it easy to use
the database. The reporting tool uses MySQL database which has high performance and
is easy to configure and learn. Using MySQL database was an easy choice for this
project because there are other tools which use MySQL database.
“JavaScript is an interpreted programming language with object-oriented (OO)
capabilities.” [34]. It also has similarities to other programming languages like C, C++
and Java. The OO inheritance mechanism of JS is prototype-based and it is quite
different from inheritance in C++ or Java. Most of all, JS is a language of the web
browsers [34] and [35] and the purpose of JS is to allow scripts to control the web page
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and interact with the user. This embedded JS runs scripts embedded within HTML web
pages. [34]
The JS is a good choice for this work because it is lightweight and expressive [35].
Also, it offers a lot of ready-made UI functions and themes [2]. In this work, especially
these UI functions were benefited. Using these functions was simple and the output
looks great.
So in the development of the reporting tool, all of these languages have been used.
One language creates the structure of the web page of the tool, the second one offers a
good connection between the tool and the database and the last one offers a great range
of ready-made UI functions and themes. Because of these three languages the reporting
tool is web based, easy and fast to use. The UI and its functionality are described in the
next chapter.
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5. DESIGN OF THE TEST ENVIRONMENT AND REPORTING
TOOL
In this chapter the design of the automated test environment and the reporting tool will
be introduced. All functionality and UI will be presented with figures and Unified
Modeling Language (UML) graphs.

5.1. Design of the automated test environment
The automated maintenance test environment consists of the following: Jenkins,
Flame5, KPI Reporting tool, Reporting portal, database and a couple of LTE BTSs as
shown in Figure 3. Some of these sites are used in operability testing and some in
stability testing. Flame5 has to be installed on each local Personal Computer (PC) of
each site. The KPI Reporting tool can be used individually but in this implementation
KPI Reporting tool is a part of the Flame5 tool. It is an extra module in Flame5 so there
is no need to install it separately. Jenkins and Reporting tool are located on NSN’s
servers and both of them can be used remotely via a web browser.

Figure 3. The high-level structure of the automated test environment.
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5.1.1. Functionality of the Flame5
Flame5 is a tool which is developed in NSN. It consists of many automation test scripts
which can be executed in LTE BTS. Many test cases can be executed with Flame5 and
there will be more all the time because development work continues. The user only has
to plan what tests need to be executed and then build test cases using different kinds of
test scripts as shown in Figure 4. Flame5 collects all the data of the logs from the LTE
BTS during the test and makes an HTML report of the test results. The report and logs
will be stored into the memory of the local PC.

Figure 4. Example of a test case.
There are also other modules in the Flame5 tool, such as the KPI Reporting tool,
which are used in this work. The KPI Reporting tool is also developed in NSN. It
measures the KPI values from the LTE BTS during test cases. The user can decide what
KPI values will be measured and how long the measurement period will be. Flame5
makes an HTML report of the KPI values and stores it also into the memory of the local
PC.
In this work, Flame5 must send the results of the tests to the database as shown in
Figure 3. The main test script, as shown in Figure 4, has been modified during this work
and now Flame5 takes the needed information from the settings and logs and sends
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) request to the database server at the end of the test
script. There are two kinds of requests that can be sent: one for test results and one for
KPI values.
The request for the test results consists of several important values: the name of the
test line and the test case, the number of test loops in the test case, the date when the test
case was started and ended, the name of the software package which was used during
test or before and after the software updating and, finally, the result of the case
(pass/fail/no run). The request for the KPI values consists of the name of the test line
and the used software package, the date when the test was executed and, finally, all the
55 measured KPI values. Flame5 also checks if there is a final print “writing logs” in
the logs. If there is no such print, the test case has stopped and the right result of the
case is “no run”. The functionality of the Flame5 test case script is shown in the
following UML graph in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The functionality of the main test script of Flame5.

5.1.2. Functionality of the Jenkins
Jenkins is an open-source server-based system which has over 600 plugins so every user
can fit it to different kinds of projects [36]. In NSN, Jenkins is used as a control system
in automation testing. With Jenkins the user can remotely control many Flame5 tools.
This feature was taken into use when the automated test environment was implemented.
In this work Jenkins controls all the Flame5 tools and all these Flame5 tools control one
LTE BTS as shown in Figure 3.
Jenkins is the main tool of the test case triggering. In this automated test environment,
the Jenkins has been used to trigger all the test cases every three days. Jenkins triggers
the test cases and the user can follow the logs produced by test cases. After the test has
been executed, Jenkins shows the result of the case (pass/fail/no run) and when all tests
are executed, Jenkins enters to wait the next triggering as shown in the UML graph in
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The functionality of the Jenkins.

5.2. Design of the reporting tool
The reporting tool consists of four different parts: operability tests, status, the KPI line
charts and the KPI tables, as shown in the Figure 7. There are also two scripts which
receive HTTP requests from the Flame5 tool and store the information in the database.

Figure 7. The four parts of the reporting tool.

5.2.1. Functionality of the operability test part
The first part of the tool is the operability test part. In this part, the user can filter the test
results and see the results in the table as shown in Figure 8. The reporting tool finds the
data from the database taking into account the filters and displays the results in the
table. The user can filter the data with five different filters, as shown in Figure 7: the
name of the test line, test case and software package, the date when testing was started
and the result of the test status.
All these filters are drop-down menus except the software name and the starting date.
The filter of the starting date is a calendar. The user can click the dates in the calendar
but there are test results only on the days which are marked in red, as shown in Figure 9.
The filter of the software name is a combo box. The user can use the box, like dropdown menu or start writing the name of the software and the box will filter the choices
as shown in Figure 9. There is also one Clear filters button which will clear all filters.
The functionality of the operability test is shown in UML graph in Figure 10.
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Figure 8. The table for the test results.

Figure 9. The filter of the starting date and software name.

Figure 10. Functionality of the operability test part.
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The data of the database comes from the Flame5 tool and on the web server there are
two scripts which receive the HTTP requests from the Flame5 tool. One script receives
the request of the operability test and the other receives the request of the KPI values.
Both scripts parse the HTTP requests and store the values on the database. On the
database there is one table for operability test results and another for KPI values.

5.2.2. Functionality of the status part
In the status part there is some history information from the operability test results.
There are four tables for every test line. Each table includes the information of the test
cases which were executed during different time periods, like one, two, three and four
weeks. There is information on the name of the test cases, number of test runs and pass
percentage of the test, as shown in Figure 11. Also, there is color coding in the pass
percentages. When the percentage is 100%, the color is green, when the percentage is
98,00% - 99,99%, the color is yellow and, finally, when the percentage is under
98,00%, the color is red. The functionality of the status part is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11. The status part.

Figure 12. The functionality of the status part.
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5.2.3. Functionality of the KPI line charts part
The KPI line charts part consists of the line charts for every 55 KPI values. Each chart
shows how the KPI values changed during the last month. A red line shows when the
software changed, as shown in Figure 13. Each chart has a title which is the name of the
KPI value. In this part, the user can quickly look over all the 55 KPI line charts and
notice if some of the values are going down. If the users want to view more information
on a KPI value, they can use the KPI table part. The functionality of the KPI line charts
part is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 13. The KPI line chart.

Figure 14. The functionality of the KPI line charts part.
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5.2.4. Functionality of the KPI tables part
The KPI tables part consists of tables which include all KPI values for one month. First,
the user needs to select a test line and afterwards the reporting tool will display the KPI
table for the selected test line, as shown in Figure 15. In the table, the last four weeks
are represented and the information about that week is the average of the week, as
shown in Figure 15. The trend line shows if the KPI values are going up, down or
staying flat. In Figure 16, there are different kinds of trend lines. There is also a chart
icon for each KPI value in the table. When pressing that icon, a dialog window appears
that shows the same line chart as in the line charts part, but only for one KPI value at a
time, as shown in Figure 17. Now the users can easily check the chart of a particular
KPI value and they do not have to look for this information somewhere else. The
functionality of the KPI table part is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 15. The KPI table.

Figure 16. Different kinds of trend lines.
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Figure 17. The dialog window.

Figure 18. The functionality of the KPI table part.
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5.3. Functionality testing of the automated test environment and reporting tool
The automated test environment consists of many different tools as mentioned earlier.
In this system, all of these tools are dependent on each other. This situation could cause
many problems if some of these tools change their functionality a lot. However, this
situation will not happen, because these tools work also with many other tools outside
the automated test environment and if some of these tools changed their functionality it
would cause many problems in NSN. So we can trust that every tool in the automated
test environment will work as it should in the future.
A real situation with these tools is that some of these tools can fail or the user has to
abort one of these tools for some reason. The test environment has prepared for this kind
of situation and it will report “no run” to the database if the running test case has
aborted. If there are no errors in the system, in the software and in the LTE BTS, the
environment will report “pass” and if there are errors in the functionality of the LTE
BTS or the software, the environment will report “fail”, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8
shows the view from the reporting tool; it also shows what the test environment has
reported to the database because the reporting tool only shows the data from the
database.
So there are some situations that the test environment must solve. In Table 1, there
are test results from all these situations. There are test results from the most important
tests, like data reporting to the database and data displaying to the user.

Test situation:

What should happen:

LTE BTS and the software Test case will execute fine
are OK and test case starts. and result in the database
will be “pass”.

Final result:

OK

There are some errors in There will be some errors
the software or LTE BTS in the logs and result in the
and test case starts.
database will be “fail”.

OK

The user or the tool of the There is no print “writing
test environment will abort logs” in the logs so the
the running test case.
result in the database will
be “no run”.

Works fine when test case
runs only with Flame5.
When run with Jenkins,
nothing will be reported.

The KPI data measuring The KPI data will be
starts.
recorded to the database.

OK
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The reporting tool reads the The reporting tool gets the
test data from the database. right data and shows it
correctly to the user.

OK

The reporting tool reads the The reporting tool gets the
KPI data from the database. right KPI data and shows it
correctly to the user.

OK

Test case iteration starts at
software download and
after that other operability
tests will execute.

Software download and
other test cases will execute
and results will be reported
to the database.

OK

Table 1. Test results of the test environment.

The “no run” situations with Jenkins are not working because when Jenkins stops
working or the user must abort it, the Jenkins will kill the test case process immediately.
Jenkins doesn’t give a chance to the test script to run to the end of the test script and
because HTTP request sending happens at the end of it, there will not be any request
sending. If the users run a test case only with the Flame5 tool but they must abort it, the
Flame5 will stop running the test case but it still runs the end of the script so the HTTP
request sending will work.
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6. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this work was to develop the automated test environment and the
reporting tool. The function of the test environment was to automatically and effectively
test software and keep the quality of the software at a certain level. Also, the testing was
based on the Agile model so it had to have an iterative nature. The function of the
reporting tool was to offer an easy way to check the results of the test cases and check
how the KPI values have changed. The intention was to offer a way to check the KPI
values in the same place so that the user can compare the KPI values easily. Also, the
UI of the reporting tool had to be better than the UI of the old tools.
The automated test environment will run test cases which will test the basic features
of the software. When these features have been tested by automation, the user doesn’t
have to concentrate on them anymore. The user can test more complicated test cases and
trust that the basic features of the software work. So the test environment offers an
effective way to keep the software quality at a certain level. Automated testing is more
effective than manual testing because the user doesn’t have to test all the test cases. The
automated test environment will test some cases so the user can test another cases at the
same time. Testing is now faster than if the user manually runs all the test cases. Since
the automated test environment is based on the Agile model, the automated test
environment is iterative so it executes all test cases by iterating them using different
software packages.
The reporting tool offers a way to check the results of the test cases which have been
run by the test environment. The user can quickly see where there have been problems:
in the test line, test case or in the software. The greatest benefit of the reporting tool is
that it offers a way to see the test results of many test lines and test cases at the same
time. The previous tools of the NSN have displayed the results only for one test case at
a time. Now scanning the test results is much easier and faster than earlier.
The second part of the reporting tool offers a way to check how the KPI values have
changed. The reporting tool has a table and charts which show how the KPI values have
changed during the previous month. Now users can quickly notice if some KPI value is
going down and they can check if the root cause is in the software or somewhere else.
Earlier users saw only the KPI values from one test run at a time. There was one report
for one test run and users compared these reports manually. Now, the system developed
during this work offers a much better and faster way to compare all the KPI values.
Another meaning of the reporting tool was to offer a better way to check out test
results and offer a better UI than old tools have. The most used old tool has some
weaknesses: it is complicated and monitoring the results is slow as shown in Appendix
1. One purpose of the reporting tool development was to improve these weaknesses and
make a clearer UI with faster monitoring. In Appendix 1, there is also feedback on the
new reporting tool. Based on the feedback it can be pointed out that the reporting tool
meets its targets and it offers a clear and more user-friendly UI.
This work meets its requirements because now there is an efficient automated test
environment which will ensure that the quality of the software will be at certain level by
iterating the same test cases for different software builds. Also, there is a reporting tool
which offers an easy and fast way to see only the relevant information from the test
results and KPI values. Moreover, comparing the test results and KPI values is now
easier than earlier.
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6.1. Limitations of the test environment and the reporting tool
The test environment and reporting tool have some limitations. The reporting tool
doesn’t work with Internet Explorer browser. If it should work with Internet Explorer,
there have to be some modifications in the code. Those modifications are not
implemented during this work because the reporting tool works with Mozilla Firefox
and with Google Chrome browsers and that is sufficient.
In the test environment there is one weakness which will cause problems every year.
The test environment uses the Flame5 tool which needs a license. This license is valid
for one year and then it must be renewed. So when the license expires, the whole system
stops working. Then users have to renew the license manually and start the automated
test environment again. The good thing is that this will happen only once a year.
In the test environment there is also a limitation in the software downloading. With
this environment the software downloading can only be done between different software
builds. These builds have to be in the same release because if the software downloading
happens between two different releases, there will be some problems in the system
when the software is downgrading to the previous releases. The system will crash
because the LTE BTS will not work normally after this kind of software downgrading.
The user has to manually reconfigure the BTS and then it will work normally again.

6.2. The development in the future
There are some good features which could be added to the work in the future. The first
one is easy to implement to the test environment. There could be more measurements of
the KPI values in the environment, for example, handovers (HO). This feature needs
more LTE BTSs and some mobile phones which could make HO. With this feature the
larger-scale functionality of the software could be measured. Now only data transfer
between one LTE BTS and mobile phones is measured.
Another functionality which could improve the KPI values viewing is a new option in
the reporting tool. With this option the user could check out the KPI values between two
different software releases. All the KPI values could be saved to the database like now
and when the new release comes out, the user could check if the KPI values are better
than in earlier releases. Now the user can see only the changes of the previous month.
The important thing in the maintenance testing, and in testing in general, is that when
errors occur, the testers have to see all the logs from the LTE BTS. Now when some
errors occur, the reporting tool will report “fail”, as it should, but in the future it could
offer also the link to the logs. The logs could be stored into the server and the reporting
tool could show them to the user. Now this work doesn’t offer any connection to the
logs and the user has to find them from the database of the Jenkins. The database of the
Jenkins stores logs from the last 25 test runs.
One feature in the future could be the connection to the log analyzer. The analyzer
processes the information from the logs and it shows the user where the errors could be.
In the future, the reporting tool could first offer the link to the log and then there could
be an option for the user to open the log analyzer. The analyzer could process the data
from the logs and then send the needed information to the reporting tool which could
show it to the user. Finding the cause of the fault could be more efficient and easier than
nowadays.
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One part of the stability tests of the maintenance is measuring the memory usage.
This part is now implemented with the MRTG tool but it is still working individually
and there will not be any reports of the memory usage in the reporting tool. In the
future, this feature could be implemented to the reporting tool. The automated test
environment could measure the memory usage and then send the results to the reporting
tool.
Of course one feature which could be implemented in the future is the “no run”
reporting with Jenkins. Now when a test case is run with Jenkins and the user must stop
it, there will not be any information in the reporting tool. In the future the test script
could send a message to the server when the test case starts and when it stops. If there is
only a starting message in the server, the user has stopped the test and the reporting tool
could report “no run”.
There are certainly many more little features which could be added to this work but
one important feature could be the use on a larger-scale. In the future other teams in the
NSN could use this kind of reporting and testing system. The testing teams who need
automation could add this environment and reporting tool to their systems and they
could also see the results of the test cases easily.
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7. CONCLUSION
Maintenance testing is an important part in the software testing process. It tests software
that is already available to the customers. In maintenance there will be some corrections
to the software. These corrections fix faults which have occurred during the
maintenance testing or at the customer’s site. Continuous regression testing is important
in the maintenance because it provides software of better quality since some faults can
be corrected earlier.
In this work, we introduced the Agile software development and its utility in the
maintenance. Because the LTE BTS software is tested during maintenance, we
described also the LTE technology and the structure of the BTS.
The main purpose of this work was to develop an automated test environment based
on the Agile method and a reporting tool based on the definition of the good UI. The
automated test environment tests the basic features of the software iteratively. This
makes maintenance more efficient because software will be on a certain level and
testers can trust that basic features work so they can concentrate on more difficult test
cases.
The reporting tool was developed for the use of the System support team. The UI of
the tool was developed by following the features of the good UI, the usability principles
and the user feedback. The definition of the good UI was presented in the theoretical
part. With the reporting tool, the user can easily see which test cases have been executed
and whether there have been errors. The user can also monitor how the KPI values have
changed during the previous month. In conclusion, we can state that the automated test
environment and the reporting tool fulfill the requirements which were set at the
beginning of this work.
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The feedback from users
Description
Purpose of this feedback was to find out what kind of user experiences the users have
regarding the old and new reporting tool. The old tool is Quality Center and it is a good
benchmark because it has a lot of users. The new tool, Reporting Portal, is the tool
which is developed during this work.

Results of the feedback
There were few users which gave feedback. The diagram shows the average of the
answers for the first two questions regarding the overall rating and usability. Below the
diagram there are summaries from advantages and disadvantages for both tools.
4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5

Quality Center

2

Reporting Portal

1,5
1
0,5
0
Overall rating

Usability of the tool

Users think that Quality Center is a good tool for monitoring the test plans and cases
because all is in the same place. It is also an easy tool where you can follow the testing
status. However, the logging times are long and sometimes there are problems in
logging. Also, there are many tabs and fields in the tool that are not relevant. In some
situations the Quality Center is also too complicated and inflexible for instance, there
must be a plan in the tool for the reporting to work.
The Reporting Portal is simple to use and it is good that reporting is based on the test
case itself and no plans are needed. All kind of test cases will be reported. Monitoring
the KPI values is easy and fast. One disadvantage is that the reporting tool is only used
by the System Support team.
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The feedback form
Tell advantages and disadvantages of the user interfaces of the following tools.
Quality Center:
Overall rating of the tool, 1 = very poor and 5 = very good: _____
Evaluate the usability of the tool, 1 = very poor and 5 = very good: _____
Advantages:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Disadvantages:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Reporting Portal (http://10.105.43.9/reporter/reporter.php):
Overall rating of the tool, 1 = very poor and 5 = very good: _____
Evaluate the usability of the tool, 1 = very poor and 5 = very good: _____
Advantages:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
Disadvantages:
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

